CIVICS HSSC-I

SECTION - A (Marks 20)

Time allowed: 25 Minutes

NOTE:- Section–A is compulsory. All parts of this section are to be answered on the question paper itself. It should be completed in the first 25 minutes and handed over to the Centre Superintendent. Deleting/overwriting is not allowed. Do not use lead pencil.

Q. 1 Circle the correct option i.e. A / B / C / D. Each part carries one mark.

(i) According to whom, "Man is a social animal"?
   A. Plato  B. Aristotle  C. Socrates  D. Rousseau

(ii) Famous book “THE REPUBLIC” has been written by__________
   A. Karl Marx  B. Prof. Laski  C. Plato  D. Leacock

(iii) Civics is a__________science.
       A. Natural  B. Traditional  C. Social  D. Scientific

(iv) According to Aristotle, Democracy is the__________form of government.
       A. Best  B. Worst  C. Developed  D. Weakest

(v) State consists of ________elements.
       A. 6  B. 5  C. 4  D. 3

(vi) State is a/an__________institution.
       A. Permanent  B. Optional  C. Political  D. Temporary

(vii) In the ancient Greece slaves were not granted__________rights.
       A. Political  B. Economic  C. Civil  D. Religious

(viii) Which organ of the government exercises legislative powers of the state?
       A. Executive  B. Legislature  C. Judiciary  D. Political Executive

(ix) The basis of Nationality in Islam is__________
       A. Race  B. Residency  C. Language  D. Religion

(x) In which form of government are powers divided between the Centre and the units?
       A. Presidential  B. Unitary  C. Parliamentary  D. Federal

(xi) The National Assembly of Pakistan is comprised of__________members.
       A. 352  B. 342  C. 332  D. 322

(xii) Which of the following kinds of laws regulates the mutual relations between citizens of the state?
       A. Administrative law  B. Criminal law  C. Civil law

(xiii) Which country is known for its un-written constitution?
       A. Switzerland  B. Japan  C. Canada  D. United Kingdom

(xiv) Sociology is fundamentally a science of__________
       A. Family  B. Wealth  C. Society  D. None of these

(xv) When did the UNO approve the Universal Charter of Human Rights?
       A. 10th Dec. 1948  B. 10th Dec. 1945  C. 10th Dec. 1943  D. 10th Dec. 1940

(xvi) What is the minimum qualification required for a candidate of Nazim?
       A. Middle  B. Matric  C. F.A  D. B.A

(xvii) Voter's age in Pakistan is__________years.
       A. 25  B. 22  C. 20  D. 18

(xviii) The term Liberty has been derived from the__________word Liber.
        A. English  B. Latin  C. Greek  D. German

(xix) The two big Political parties in America are Democratic and
       A. Labour  B. Socialist  C. Republican  D. Conservative

(xx) How many qualities of a good citizen have been described by Lord Bryce?
     A. 5  B. 4  C. 3  D. 2
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Time allowed: 2:35 Hours
Total Marks Sections B and C: 80

NOTE:- Answer any ten parts from Section 'B' and any two questions from Section 'C' on the separately provided answer book. Use supplementary answer sheet i.e. Sheet-B if required. Write your answers neatly and legibly.

SECTION – B (Marks 50)

Q. 2 Attempt any TEN parts. The answer to each part should not exceed 3 to 4 lines. (10 x 5 = 50)

(i) How has F.J Gould defined Civics?
(ii) Describe any four elements of Nationality.
(iii) What is the relationship between Civics and Ethics?
(iv) Write a short note on Territory as an element of state.
(v) Briefly write the functions of Judiciary.
(vi) Write down any three elements of the Presidential form of government.
(vii) How has Prof. Garner defined State?
(viii) Write any five demerits of Democracy.
(ix) Write down the meaning of ijma.
(x) Write down the important functions of the Executive.
(xi) Write down the economic rights of a citizen.
(xii) Differentiate between the Direct and Indirect Elections.
(xiii) Define Duties.

SECTION – C (Marks 30)

Note: Attempt any TWO questions. All questions carry equal marks. (2 x 15 = 30)

Q. 3 Explain the relationship between Individual and Society.
Q. 4 Describe the qualities of a good citizen.
Q. 5 Define Political Party. Discuss the functions of a Political Party.